Droplet Digital PCR Based Detection of EGFR Mutations in Advanced Lung Cancer Patient Liquid Biopsies: A Comparison of Circulating Tumour DNA Extraction Kits
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Abstract

Background: Mutations in the epidermal growth factor receptor gene, EGFR, predict response or resistance to first generation tyrosine kinase inhibitors in non-small cell lung cancer. These biomarkers can now be conveniently detected from liquid biopsies, however technical details of these assays are still being refined.

Objective: To compare detection of four different non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) associated EGFR mutations from patient ctDNA isolated with five different ctDNA isolation kits.

Methods: Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) assays detecting four EGFR mutations were developed. ctDNA was isolated with five kits from plasma samples, one pleural and one ascites fluid from nine NSCLC patients with known EGFR mutations. ctDNA fragment sizes and concentrations were also assessed.

Results: Each kit isolated DNA from all samples which contained an expected dominant DNA fragment of ~ 170 base pairs. Normalised for plasma input, one kit produced ctDNA extracts which consistently enabled the highest copy number detection for all EGFR variants, and importantly was able to validate mutations in all patient samples. Other kits stood out in regards to cost economy as well as ease and speed of processing but were less efficient and one kit was found to be incompatible with ddPCR.

Conclusion: This study demonstrated successful ctDNA isolation from plasma, pleural fluid and ascites by four of five ctDNA isolation kits. The QIAamp circulating nucleic acid kit produced consistently the most sensitive detection of EGFR variants. While other kits allow for lower volume plasma input down to 0.1 ml, are faster, more economical and simpler to use, they are challenged by very low ctDNA concentrations in plasma.
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Introduction

Cell free DNA (cfDNA) can be released into the blood stream during apoptotic cell death and tissue turn over. Circulating tumour DNA (ctDNA) represents a variable proportion of cancer tissue derived cfDNA in cancer patients (range from 0.1% to over 90%) [1,2].

In recent years, it has been recognised that isolation and analysis of cfDNA from simple blood samples (liquid biopsies) permits tumour biomarker detection. Compared to tissue biopsy, liquid biopsies can be screened for tumour biomarkers in a low cost and non-invasive manner. Further, easy access and repeated sampling, as well as rapid turnaround times for biomarker identification and validation makes liquid biopsy a feasible strategy to regularly sample tumour biomarker information [1,3]. Evidence shows that quantification of ctDNA by detecting tumour specific genetic variants may predict prognosis and tumour response to treatment in solid tumours [4-7]. In the field of lung cancer, osimertinib, a third generation EGFR inhibitor, was recently FDA and Therapeutics Good Administration (TGA) approved for treatment of patients with EGFR mutated NSCLC, including patients who have acquired the EGFR-T790M resistance mutation against first generation inhibitors [8]. Through large clinical trials, it has now been established that the detection of activating and drug-resistance EGFR mutations using ctDNA has high sensitivity and specificity compared with tissue biopsies. Patients treated with EGFR inhibitors based on ctDNA positivity for EGFR mutations have similar response rates compared with EGFR mutation positive tissue biopsy patients, providing a solid basis for recognition of the importance and utility of ctDNA in place of tissue biopsy for mutation testing to guide treatment decisions and monitoring response [9,10].

However, in order for ctDNA testing to be implemented in the clinical setting, a reliable and efficient approach to allow high throughput methodology is necessary, and it is important to have a robust and efficient pre-analytical step of cf/ctDNA isolation. Although comparisons of cf/ctDNA extraction methods have been reported previously, often either no or limited tumour specific actionable
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biomarkers were tested in patient or healthy control samples, making it difficult to clarify kit values for tumour biomarker detection [11-17]. As part of a larger ongoing study of advanced EGFR mutant NSCLC patients, we have developed several sensitive droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) - based assays to accurately detect a range of different EGFR mutations. Here, we systematically compared five commercially available ctDNA extraction kits. We investigated whether the detectability of four different EGFR activating and resistance mutations was affected by using different cDNA isolation kits, by evaluating copy number detection of mutant and wild type cDNA from plasma. We also evaluated DNA extraction from ascites and pleural fluid using the same kits.

Material and Methods

Patient samples

Nine patients with advanced, established EGFR-mutated NSCLC were prospectively enrolled with written informed consent and approval by the South Western Sydney Biosafety Committee (HREC/13/LPOOL/158). A total of eleven samples were available for analysis (nine plasma samples, and from two patient's additional ascites or pleural fluid was collected). All patients had been diagnosed with stage 4 lung cancer and had activating positive EGFR mutation based on tissue biopsy analysis by a National Association of Testing Authorities (NATA) accredited pathology laboratory. Two patients carried both EGFR activating and T790M resistance mutations. Patient and disease characteristics are summarized in Table 1.

Plasma processing

Two 9 ml EDTA vacutubes (Greiner, Frickenhausen, Germany) were used to collect whole blood samples from each patient. All blood samples were processed within 2 hours from the time of blood collection. Plasma was separated from the cellular fraction initially by centrifugation at 800 g at room temperature for 10 minutes followed by second centrifugation of the supernatant at maximum microfuge speed (13000 rpm) at 4°C for 10 minutes. Supernatant was stored aliquoted at -80°C until cDNA extraction. Pleural and ascites fluid were processed within 24 hours of collection time using the same method.

Cell free DNA extraction

Table 2 lists the five tested ctDNA isolation kits: QIAmp (QIA) circulating nuclei acid kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA), Plasma cell-free circulating DNA purification mini kit (NRG) (Norgen Biotek Corp., ON, Canada), Nucleospin (NS) plasma XS (Macherey-Nagel, Germany) and MagMAX (MM) cell-free total nucleic acid isolation kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) and the NextPrep-Mag cDNA isolation kit (BIOO Scientific) (Austin, TX, USA) (BIO). cDNA was extracted according to the manufacturers’ protocols.

cDNA concentration

cDNA concentration was measured using the Qubit double-stranded (ds) DNA HS Assay kit on a Qubit 4.0 Fluorometer (Invitrogen, Life Technologies, CA, USA) according to manufacturer’s instructions.

Bio-analyser DNA testing

Bio-analyser data were obtained for selected plasma samples using the Agilent Bio-analyser 2100 High Sensitivity DNA kit (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA), based upon the manufacturer’s protocol.

Droplet digital PCR

Primers and probes were generated to detect EGFR-L858R, -S768I, -T790M and the corresponding wild type amplicons as well as the EGFR exon 19 deletion using the QX200 BioRad droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) suite (BioRad, Gladesville, Australia). The assays were optimised for annealing temperatures combined with BioRad’s recommended primer and probe concentrations and standard droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) protocol (Supplementary Table 1). For all point mutation assays, biomarker (mutation) versus normal (wild type) detection were multiplexed as described before [18]. A double probe detection method that essentially follows the strategy by Oxnard et al., with adjusted primer and probe sequences was used to detect the exon 19 deletion EGFR biomarker (Supplementary Table 1 and Figure 1) [19]. Assay sensitivities were tested with DNA from EGFR mutant titrated into that from wild type cell lines as available (H1975: EGFR-L858R and EGFR-T790M; HCC827: EGFR exon 19 deletion, healthy donor peripheral blood lymphocytes: EGFR wild type) or for the EGFR-S768I variant with synthetic gene fragments (Integrated DNA Technologies, Singapore). Sensitivity of all assays was at least 1:1000 as determined by titration of mutant into wild type DNA. Assay specificities were tested using cDNA from 14 healthy controls and metastatic NSCLC patients negative for EGFR mutations by tissue biopsy and was 100% for all assays The QX200 droplet reader and Quanta Soft software V1.7.4 was used for analysis (Figure 1).

Detected mutant and wild type copy numbers were normalised based on the volumes of plasma/ascites/pleural fluid used for DNA extraction, elution and the input into the ddPCR reaction (DNA copies/ml plasma) based on the following formula:

\[
\text{Events} \times 20 = \frac{\text{Input cDNA volume (µl)}}{\text{Plasma volume (µl)}} \times \text{Elution volume (µl)}
\]

Statistical analysis

The non-parametric comparison of cDNA wild type or mutant copy numbers detected for the same plasma using different extraction kits, was evaluated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test for paired data. Differences in DNA concentration for different kits were tested using Friedman test. Statistical analysis and graphs were generated in GraphPad Prism (version 6.01). A p-value of p<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Isolation efficiency and DNA integrity

cDNA concentrations as measured by Qubit were of a relatively similar range regardless of extraction kit used with no significant variation of mean DNA concentration between the extracts from the five tested kits (Table 3). As shown by bio-analyser testing all kits produced a peak for cDNA as expected around 170 base pairs. There was no obvious correlation between this peak’s height and kit performance for ddPCR biomarker detection, while unexpectedly differences in peak heights of the included 35 and 10380 base pair reference markers was observed (Figure 2).

Circulating DNA detection

Despite evidence for DNA presence using Qubit DNA concentration measurements as well as the bio-analyser (Table 3 and Figure 2), in our hands the BIO kit repeatedly proved not suitable for ddPCR applications as extracted DNA produced extremely poor or no separation between positive ddPCR events and baseline “empty” events. This was consistent in our hands for all EGFR biomarkers tested in this study. Independently our team found the same result for reference genes and unrelated biomarkers from different patient plasma samples.
EGFR mutation detection

ddPCR was used to detect the presence of 3 different EGFR point mutations (L858R, S768I, T790M) and the exon 19 deletion. Existing EGFR mutations (≥ 1 positive droplet) were validated in 10/13 (76%) DNA extracts using the NRG kit, 11/13 (85%) DNA samples using the NS kit, in 12/13 (92%) DNA samples using the MM kit and in all 13 (100%) samples using the QIA kit. In all but two samples, the QIA kit consistently extracted more ctDNA, as measured by ddPCR, compared with the other three kits (Figures 3 and 4). Importantly, when focusing on 5 patient plasma samples (4, 6, 8, 9 and 10) that detected low mutant copies when tested with QIA (ie. <100 copies/ml plasma), the NRG kit detected the biomarker in only 3 (60%), the NS kit in 4 (80%) and MM kit in 4 (80%) of samples (Figure 4).

Table 1: Patient characteristics.
(data not shown). Since ddPCR assays are a major down-stream cfDNA analysis tool for our research, we excluded the BIO kit from further analysis. For detection of cfDNA by analysing the wild type EGFR amplicons, QIA performed, with an average detection of 5915 copies/ml plasma, significantly better compared to the other three kits, averaging 2735 copies/ml (NRG, p = 0.004), 2174 copies/ml (NS, p = 0.001) and 3064 copies/ml (MM, p = 0.002). In fact, detected wild type copies after QIA extraction were consistently above the average detection for DNAs extracted with all four kits; while the other kits’ performance was more variable. Nevertheless, wild type copies were detected in nearly all instances. Any DNA extractions without wild type amplicon detection were considered to have failed for uncertain reasons (Figure 3).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to thoroughly compare five different ctDNA extraction kits for their efficiency in isolating quality DNA for biomarker testing using ddPCR applications.

cfDNA is present in very low concentrations in the blood, as little as 0.01% to up to 90% of approximately 22-3922 ng/ml cfDNA and once blood is drawn cfDNA is subject to increasing dilution with normal DNA deriving from blood cell lysis in the blood sample over time [1,2]. Therefore it is important to have a highly efficient cfDNA extraction method to allow sensitive detection of biomarkers with low allelic frequency even in patients with low tumour burden or tumours that shed low amounts of nucleic acids into circulation. A method which is economical and could accommodate high throughput testing is highly desirable for cfDNA testing to be more readily incorporated in routine clinical settings.
Our study tested a cohort of samples from patients with advanced EGFR-mutated NSCLC, with in-house established EGFR mutation assays to detect all these biomarkers. We compared five different cfDNA extraction kits with different methods of isolation (column versus magnetic beads), comparing the most commonly used kit (QIA) with other commercially available kits. In addition to plasma samples our study also compared the performance of cfDNA isolation kits for DNA extraction from ascites and pleural fluid for biomarker detection, which has not been reported previously.

Notably, the tested kits require or allow for different ranges of plasma volume input, from as low as 200 µl up to 10 ml. In cases where only limited volumes of plasma are available, the ability to accommodate lower input volumes may be an important consideration in selecting the most suitable ctDNA extraction kit. Some manufacturers also offer different kits that apparently use similar isolation chemistries for different input volumes, however, in our hands these kits do not necessarily deliver similar results (preliminary data not shown) which agrees with reports by others [12,15,16].

Of the kits used in this study, the QIA kit uses the highest volume of plasma and is the most labour intensive with approximately 2 hours processing time, but up to 24 samples can be processed in parallel with the use of the associated vacuum manifold. All other kits use less plasma input and have shorter processing times, even when processing

### Table 2: cfDNA extraction kits.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction kit</th>
<th>Mean DNA concentration (ng/µl)</th>
<th>Range (ng/µl)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRG</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3-3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2-0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2-3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIA</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.5-3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0-0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3: Extracted cfDNA concentration ranges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction kit</th>
<th>Relative copy number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NRG</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIA</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIO</td>
<td>0.012x input</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Wild type cfDNA detection by ddPCR. Mean wild type (wt) DNA copy numbers detected by ddPCR using the various EGFR assays differed for samples dependent on ctDNA extraction methods (range 2174 to 5915 copies). The graph illustrates wt copy number detection normalised per ml plasma (ascites or pleural fluid) input relative to mean copy numbers detected across all extractions (NRG, NS, MM, QIA) kits for each patient sample. * NRG DNA extracts considered failed due to lack of wt cfDNA detection by ddPCR.
multiple parallel samples, as they rely on convenient spin columns or magnetic bead technology.

For all tested kits, our bio-analyser analysis data agree with previous findings that the dominant proportion of cf/cfDNA is of an approximate fragment length of around 170 base pairs, which is thought to originate from apoptotic cleavage sites defined by DNA histone occupancy [20]. The height of this peak did not reflect efficiency of DNA detection by ddPCR. Notably however, the peak heights of the various kits. This might indicate presence of some components that perform well with ddPCR has been reported for other cfDNA extraction kits previously, and is important as ddPCR is becoming adopted for ctDNA testing at least in the research setting [17]. In contrast, bio-analyser data for the QIA kit produced the highest marker peak heights and, despite in comparison to the marker producing the lowest 170 base pair peak heights (i.e. according to bio-analyser the lowest cfDNA concentration), it consistently produced the highest specific DNA detection by ddPCR. Thus, interpretation of bio-analyser results remains qualitative for this study. Regardless, the data indicate that DNA extraction strategy has to be carefully tested for compatibility with the desired down-stream analysis and versatile kits that perform well with a range of applications are preferable.

Previous studies comparing cfDNA extraction methods often focussed only on DNA concentration and integrity while detection of cancer biomarkers was no or a minor focus. The most comprehensive comparison of cfDNA extraction kits performed comparison of eleven extraction methods, some not available in kit form. The study compared DNA concentration and integrity by various methods, and several extraction kits including the QIA and NRG kits, which we used in our study, performed well. However, cancer associated biomarker detection was not evaluated [11]. Also, the QIA kit as well as the DSP Virus/Pathogen Midi Kit (Qiagen) and the PME free-circulating DNA Extraction Kit (Analytik Jena) yielded various detectable DNA concentrations using a quantitative PCR approach [12].

When cfDNA was extracted in another study from serum and plasma of colorectal cancer patients, different extraction methods, the Maxwell RSC cfDNA Plasma kit (Promega) and the QIA kits, performed well and yielded slight differences in DNA concentration and fragments and similar results for KRAS mutation detection. However mutation detection comparisons were performed on naked DNA spiked into healthy blood; naked DNA is different from cfDNA in that it lacks protein occupancy which may affect stability and extraction [13].

On a cohort of 56 patients with various cancers, two cfDNA extraction kits were compared, the Magna Pure Compact (MPC) Nucleic Acid Isolation Kit I and the Maxwell RSC (MR) cfDNA Plasma Kit. For only four of the plasma samples, the QIA kit used in our study was also included. While some differences in DNA concentration and integrity were detected by bio-analyser, all kits were able to detect clinically verified mutations in EGFR or KRAS for 19, or for QIA 4 plasma samples [14].

When QIA and NS kits were compared with the QIAnamp DBM kit and the FA kit (EpiGentek) the QIA kit again outperformed the other kits although the DBM and NS were also able to detect exogenous DNA spiked into healthy donor plasma, whereas an earlier study of the same kits found that both Qiagen kits outperformed the others [15,16].

Although all these studies compared an unequal range of kits and not all were able to test multiple cancer biomarkers or a relevant number of patients, there appears to be a clear trend for the QIA kit to stand out for extraction of high quality cfDNA for downstream analysis. This was also found in a more recent and more comprehensive study that compared five cfDNA extraction kits, for DNA concentration and integrity. The study was also able to confirm known KRAS mutation status in a small cohort of plasma samples, with the QIA kit and the RSC, Maxwell RSC cfDNA Plasma Kit (Promega) performing best for those parameters [17].

Our data comparing five cfDNA extraction kits and screening for four different EGFR mutations with sensitive ddPCR assays are adding important data to previous studies, namely that the QIA extracted cfDNA allows the best detection of EGFR biomarkers. Critically, we also show that low cfDNA concentrations may preclude biomarker detection using some of the other kits. This might have implications in the clinical setting as using a less efficient kit may miss biomarker detection in some patient samples which may preclude patients from receiving biomarker associated treatment. However, it has to be emphasised that only very low cfDNA copy numbers were undetectable.
in several instances by a number of tested kits in our study. To date, we cannot predict what concentration of ctDNA is most informative in predicting a patient's response to therapy, disease progression or resistance to therapy. Therefore, it is still possible that relevant ctDNA concentrations may well be detectable by more economic extraction kits with easier and faster processing. Regardless, if enough plasma is available, a kit that is most sensitive in picking up cancer associated biomarkers, such as the QIA kit, would clearly be preferable. Larger prospective studies evaluating baseline and changes of ctDNA for different malignancies will provide more information regarding the clinical significance of absolute concentrations of ctDNA as measured by biomarker detection, which will aid consensus for a common ctDNA extraction protocol for clinical purposes. Interestingly, if using ctDNA extraction kits to isolate tumour DNA from other sources such as ascites and pleural fluid the MM kit appears to be the most efficient, likely due to higher total DNA concentrations.

Conclusion

The most reliable ctDNA extraction kit in our hands, for sensitive detection of EGFR mutations by ddPCR was the Qiagen circulating nuclei acid kit. Other kits missed EGFR mutations in some samples, but performed satisfactorily overall and were more economic, easier to use and effective on smaller plasma volumes. One kit was unsuitable for ddPCR down-stream analysis.
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